UCCA sponsors advanced Field Medic backpacks – & our partner Operation White Stork delivers several to Governor Kim of Mykolaiv
UCCA’s humanitarian aid container filled with 17,758lbs of orthotics, wheelchairs, cam walkers, clothes, bed liners, hygiene & diapers arrives in Ukraine.

L to R: 40’ container being packed in New Jersey; orthotics arrive in Kyiv; humanitarian aid packed into truck for delivery.
UCCA purchases tourniquets... and Adelia, a UCCA volunteer, delivers them to the front lines in Zaporizhzhya.
Another UCCA 40’ container arrives and is sorted in the Kyiv Warehouse for further distribution to IDPs, hospitals and to the frontlines.
UCCA Medical Supplies being loaded into Ambulances in Kyiv
On August 17th, for the first time since February 24th, our partner AICM reported that they delivered supplies to the territories on the frontline EAST of Kharkiv...
Thanks to the support of UCCA and others, AICM delivered 8 tons of medicines, 20 tons of food, 12 tons of hygiene and 5 tons of generators, tanks, pumps & solar lamps.